Mineralocorticoid receptor throughout the vessel: a key to vascular dysfunction in obesity
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Obesity is a highly prevalent chronic condition and a major risk factor for several metabolic and cardiovascular (CV) diseases. Numerous human studies have demonstrated that obesity is associated with hypertension and vascular dysfunction secondary to arterial stiffness, reduced endothelium-dependent relaxation, and atherosclerosis. The exact mechanisms implicated in obesity-related vascular dysfunction have not been fully elucidated, but are likely to involve a complex interplay between multiple endocrine and paracrine factors, inflammation, oxidative stress, and structural modifications of the vessel.

In recent years there has been a growing interest in the simultaneous worldwide increase in the prevalence of obesity, hypertension, and hyperaldosteronism, and a possible inter-relationship between these conditions. The relevance of aldosterone to human health is supported by prospective studies demonstrating a positive correlation between plasma levels of aldosterone and CV mortality. Further, pivotal clinical trials have shown that mineralocorticoid receptor (MR) antagonists, such as spironolactone or eplerenone, markedly improve morbidity and mortality in heart failure. We and others have shown that obesity is associated with increased aldosterone production in humans and increased aldosterone and MR levels in obese diabetic mice. MR blockade improved the proinflammatory cytokine profile of adipose tissue in the obese mice. These findings led to the hypothesis that elevated aldosterone levels contribute to CV injury, progression of atherosclerosis, and metabolic disorders in obesity (Figure 1). The specific mechanisms for CV injury may be related to aldosterone’s renal effects to promote sodium retention and volume expansion as well as to MR activation in multiple extrarenal tissues, including the heart, vasculature, monocytes/macrophages, and adipose tissue. Specifically in vessels, aldosterone and/or MR activation increases vascular macrophage infiltration, enhances the proinflammatory cytokine profile, reduces endothelial progenitor cell migration and nitric oxide (NO) release, and increases superoxide radicals, leading to endothelial dysfunction, atherosclerosis, fibrosis, and remodeling. The MR is expressed in endothelial cells, vascular smooth muscle cells, adipocytes, leucocytes, and fibroblasts, and thus is found throughout the blood vessel and in the perivascular adipose tissue (PVAT). MR’s actions are mediated through classic genomic effects and also through rapid (within minutes), non-genomic actions. In addition, a G protein-coupled membrane receptor GPR30 may mediate some of the effects of aldosterone.

Pharmacological and genetic approaches have been used to demonstrate a critical role for MR in the pathogenesis of vascular injury and the importance of MR in all layers of the vessel to this process. An interesting study by Briones et al. reported that adipocytes express aldosterone synthase and produce aldosterone, basally and when stimulated by angiotensin II. Further, these investigators demonstrated that paracrine secretion of aldosterone by PVAT increased vascular dysfunction in obese db/db mice and that MR blockade prevented this vascular dysfunction, suggesting that the cross-talk between adipocyte-derived factors and blood vessels is involved in the pathogenesis of obesity-related CV complications. Further, selective deletion of macrophage MR reduces cardiac fibrosis and blood pressure in an MR agonist/high sodium mouse model, which raises the intriguing possibility that macrophage MR may affect vascular pathology and inflammation. McCurley and colleagues recently published a study showing that aged mice with a vascular smooth muscle cell- (VSMC) specific deletion of MR have reduced vascular oxidative stress, reduced vasoconstriction, and less hypertension. Thus, MR in the media layer appears to influence CV ageing and vascular contraction.

Finally, in aortic endothelial cells, aldosterone acting via the MR increased the surface expression of the proatherogenic leucocyte adhesion molecule [intercellular adhesion molecule 1 (ICAM-1)], leading to increased leucocyte adhesion. Both effects were inhibited by spironolactone. The above-mentioned studies demonstrate that MR is expressed throughout the vessel and has important effects on endothelial function, vascular...
smooth muscle contraction, and the interplay between PVAT and blood vessels (Figure 2).

Schaefer and colleagues now describe a sequence of carefully crafted in vivo studies which demonstrate a novel role for MR in the vascular endothelium. The investigators studied C57Bl/6 mice fed a high-fat vs. normal diet, and demonstrated that the high-fat regimen induced a plethora of obesity-associated characteristics: excessive weight gain, increased epididymal fat weight, inflammation, and aldosterone levels, impaired glucose metabolism, and vascular dysfunction. The obesity-induced vascular dysfunction was characterized by a 15–20% decrease in maximum acetylcholine-induced relaxation (an endothelium-mediated response). Furthermore, Schaefer et al. showed that pharmacological MR blockade prevented the endothelial dysfunction, improved glucose metabolism, and reduced inflammatory cytokine expression in white adipose tissue without affecting the diet-induced increases in body and epididymal fat pad weight. The diffuse nature of systemic MR blockade made it impossible to discern whether the improvements in vascular function were due to direct vascular effects or to indirect effects of MR blockade. To resolve this issue, the authors generated a mouse with endothelium-specific ablation of the MR and demonstrated that these mice were protected from obesity-induced endothelial dysfunction. Loss of MR from endothelial cells did not protect the mice from developing the usual obesity-associated impairments in systemic insulin resistance and adipose tissue inflammation, thus demonstrating that MR-mediated endothelial dysfunction can occur independently from systemic effects of MR. Whether the endothelial effects of MR involve cross-talk with insulin signalling within the endothelial cell remains to be determined.

To establish further the critical role of endothelial MR in vascular dysfunction, Schaefer and colleagues infused aldosterone into lean...
mice, achieving blood aldosterone levels similar to those in the obese mice. Aldosterone administration induced endothelial dysfunction in wild-type animals, but not in endothelium-specific MR-ablated mice. This vascular dysfunction was shown to be due in part to an imbalance in endothelial mechanisms of oxidative stress, including an MR-mediated increase in expression of the NADPH oxidase component p22phox. The specific mechanisms involved in MR-mediated endothelial dysfunction remain to be elucidated. Future studies are needed to determine the relevance of MR’s genomic and non-genomic actions as well as the role of known aldosterone-regulated genes such as glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase in mediating MR’s effects on endothelial function. All together, the innovative study presented by Schaefer and colleagues firmly establishes the endothelial MR as a key player in endothelium-mediated vascular dysfunction in obese mice and in lean animals with increased aldosterone.

The specific mechanisms leading to excess MR activation in obesity need further clarification. As noted above, adipocytes produce aldosterone that can act in a paracrine fashion and produce factors that increase adrenal production of aldosterone (Figure 1). Further, it is possible that obesity induces increases in endothelial MR as has been shown to occur in other tissues. Also, it is becoming increasingly clear that MR activity is influenced by many cellular proteins (Figure 1). There is cross-talk between MR and angiotensin II receptor type 1 (AT1R), between MR and epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR), and probably between MR and striatin. We have shown that lysine-specific demethylase 1 (LSD1; an epigenetic regulator) and caveolin 1 (cav-1; a scaffolding membrane protein) modulate vascular function and MR activity. Recently Rac1, a member of the Rho family of GTPases, was shown to increase MR activity. In humans, mononuclear Rac1 levels were associated with increased body mass index and higher levels of oxidative stress. Consistent with this human study, Schaefer et al. showed that Rac1 expression was increased in endothelial cells from obese mice. Since dietary sodium intake alters the levels of almost all of these MR-interacting proteins and increases aldosterone-mediated CV injury in many animal models, the effects of salt intake on obesity-related endothelial dysfunction and on MR-modulating proteins warrant further investigation. Finally, MR may be activated by glucocorticoids as well as by aldosterone. Cortisol could have a role in obesity-associated vasculopathy, especially if obesity is associated with alterations in factors that increase local cortisol production, such as 11β-HSD1 (11 β-hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase type 1), or with alterations in 11 β-HSD2, which is associated with MR in some cell types and serves to protect MR by converting cortisol to the inactive cortisol.

The findings by Schaefer et al. are highly relevant to the role of aldosterone in CV injury in obesity. Another common disorder—hypertension—has long been associated with endothelial dysfunction. It would be of interest to determine the role of endothelial MR in blood pressure control and vascular dysfunction in hypertensive humans with and without obesity. Further, given the influence of VSMC MR in the development of ageing-related hypertension, future studies are needed to assess the role of endothelial MR in CV ageing. These studies showing a prominent role for endothelial MR in the pathogenesis of vasculopathy lead one to speculate that development of a blood vessel-specific MR antagonist may avoid the adverse effects on potassium of current MR antagonists and could have important, beneficial effects on vascular health in human obesity.
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